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A B S T R A C T

Background: Previous Obesity Medicine Association (OMA) Clinical Practice Statements (CPS) included topics
such as behavior modification, motivational interviewing, and eating disorders, as well as the effect of
concomitant medications on weight gain/reduction (i.e., including psychiatric medications). This OMA CPS
provides clinicians a more focused overview of stress and psychiatric disease as they relate to obesity.
Methods: The scientific support for this CPS is based upon published citations, clinical perspectives of OMA au-
thors, and peer review by the Obesity Medicine Association leadership.
Results: Topics in this CPS include the relationship between psychological stress and obesity, including both acute
and chronic stress. Additionally, this CPS describes the neurobiological pathways regarding stress and addiction-
like eating behavior and explores the relationship between psychiatric disease and obesity, with an overview of
psychiatric medications and their potential effects on weight gain and weight reduction.
Conclusions: This Obesity Medicine Association (OMA) Clinical Practice Statement (CPS) on stress and psychiatric
disease is one of a series of OMA CPSs designed to assist clinicians in the care of patients with the disease of
obesity. Knowledge of stress, addiction-like eating behavior, psychiatric disease, and effects of psychiatric med-
ications on body weight may improve the care obesity medicine clinicians provide to their patients with obesity.
1. Introduction

Beginning in 2013, the Obesity Medicine Association (OMA) created
and maintained an online Adult “Obesity Algorithm” (i.e., educational
slides and eBook) that underwent yearly updates by OMA authors and
was reviewed and approved annually by the OMA Board of Trustees [1].
This was followed by a similar Pediatric “Obesity Algorithm” with up-
dates approximately every two years by OMA authors. This current
“Stress, Psychiatric Disease, and Obesity: An Obesity Medicine Associa-
tion (OMA) Clinical Practice Statement (CPS) 2022” was derived from
the 2021 OMA Adult Obesity Algorithm and is one of a series of OMA
CPSs designed to assist clinicians in the care of their patients with the
disease of obesity. Illustrative examples of prior published OMA CPS
potentially applicable and complementary to this topic include:
hristensen), cwv9v@uvahealth.o
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� Behavior, motivational interviewing, eating disorders, and obesity
management technologies: An Obesity Medicine Association (OMA)
Clinical Practice Statement (CPS) 2022 [2].

� Concomitant medications, functional foods, and supplements: An
Obesity Medicine Association (OMA) Clinical Practice Statement (CPS)
2022 [3].

2. Mental stress and obesity

Stress involves intrinsic or extrinsic stimuli that evoke biological re-
sponses [14]. Biologic stress can be mental and/or physical (See Fig. 1).
Mental stress contributes to the most common medical conditions
encountered by clinicians and their patients (e.g., obesity, cardiovascular
disease,metabolic diseases, cancer, inflammatory diseases, and psychiatric
rg (C. Varney), drgupta@mindfulweightloss.com (V. Gupta), lori.wenz@att.net
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Fig. 1. Illustrative Clinical Manifestations of Mental
Stress. Biologic stress can be physical and/or mental.
Mental stress can influence behavior and affect psy-
chological well-being. Many adaptive responses to
acute stress are favorable towards enhancing survival.
(i.e., ”fight or flight”). Conversely, chronic mental
stress (i.e., “submit and stay”) is generally unfavorable
and may increase allostatic load involving biologic
alterations that weaken stress-related adaptive pro-
cesses and increase susceptibility to disease [4].
Mental stress can promote changes in sleep, cognition,
and perception of pain. Finally, beyond the contribu-
tion to obesity, mental stress can contribute to adverse
physiologic changes in body systems, via generation
of reactive oxygen species, as well as acute and
chronic effects upon the endocrine and immune sys-
tems, potentially resulting in alterations in cardio-
pulmonary function, metabolic processes, increased
risk of inflammatory diseases [5], cardiovascular dis-
ease [6,7], and cancer [7,8] (See Figs. 2–6).
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diseases (See Fig. 2). Similar to obesity and other pathogenic processes,
mental stress can promote adverse health effects (See Fig. 3).

2.1. Psychological or mental stress

Chronic mental stress can change behavior and adversely affect body
system functions [4] (See Figs. 1–3). “Stress” can be experimentally
defined as a state of threatened homeostasis during which adaptive
processes are activated to produce physiologic and behavior change [56].
“Stress” can be clinically defined as a physical, emotional, or psycho-
logical strain reaction to an experience. “Stress” can be objectively
measured (e.g., thermal changes, noise, carbon dioxide challenge,
emotional challenges) [56]. The best practice measures and validated
instruments regarding psychologic and physiologic stress depend on the
type of stress, timing of stress, and individual patient presentation [57].
For example, an “acute stress” experiencemay differ from an “acute stress
disorder.” An “acute stress” experience can reflect an isolated momentary
experience (e.g., sudden injury, illness, disaster, argument, criticism, or
unexpected news or events) [58]. Regarding stress as a diagnosable
disorder, “acute stress disorder” is defined by the Diagnostic and Statis-
tical Manual of Mental Disorders as a reaction no less than 3 days and no
more than 4 weeks [59].

Chronic stress may cause sustained strain on biologic systems, with
the cumulative burden of adverse life events contributing to an “allostatic
load,” with allostasis (i.e., allo¼ different and stasis¼ standing still)
representing body responses to stressors with the intent to achieve an
equilibrium. Chronic stress is intended to reflect physiologic and/or
emotional responses to a more prolonged event, or persistently recurring
events (e.g., prolonged illness or pain, long-term and sustained adverse
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emotional response to an adverse personal, family, and/or workplace
environment) [60] (See Fig. 1).

Cognitive abilities may improve or worsen during acute stress but
tend to worsen during cases of prolonged mental stress [4]. Mental stress
can adversely affect sleep, and sleep disruption can contribute to body fat
and visceral fat accumulation [61]. While the effect of acute stress is
affected by individual stress responsiveness (with high stress responders
potentially having increased perceived pain), increase in pain tolerance
may occur with acute stress, especially among low stress responders [62].
Diminished pain tolerance may also occur with chronic mental stress
[63]. From a psychologic and behavior standpoint, chronic mental stress
may lead emotional eaters to consume less healthful, ultra-processed,
hyperpalatable foods. These “comfort” foods may provide short-term
relief from anxiety and depression through the release of neurochemi-
cals associated with pleasure (i.e., dopamine) [2,4], with hedonic eating
often surpassing homeostatic needs, and thus contributing to obesity [64,
65]. Individuals experiencing chronic mental stress may find the sources
of their stress (e.g., work, family, or other issues) overtake their nutri-
tional and physical activity-related goals and lead to impairment of
self-regulation regarding food consumption [2,54]. Among the physio-
logic changes are the linkage of stress-induced neuroendocrine and im-
mune disruption [53].

2.2. Mental stress: Acute and chronic endocrine responses

Acute mental stress can elicit shorter-term “fight or flight” endocrine/
hormone responses (See Fig. 4). Increased sympathomimetic activity
from acute stress can provide favorable, shorter-term adrenergic stress
responses such as improved cognition, increased tolerance to pain, and



Fig. 2. Effects of mental stress on human disease. The endocrinopathies and immunopathies of mental stress can worsen or increase the risk of chronic diseases
such as obesity, cardiovascular disease, cancer, metabolic diseases (e.g., hypertension, diabetes mellitus), inflammatory and autoimmune diseases (e.g., lupus,
rheumatoid arthritis), and psychiatric diseases (e.g., depression, anxiety) [7,9,10].

Fig. 3. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) creation
and adverse clinical consequences (Adapted from
Ref. [11]). Obesity contributes to mental stress [12];
mental stress contributes to obesity [13]. Both obesity
[14] and mental stress can help generate reactive
oxygen species that adversely affects endothelial
function [15], promotes DNA damage [16], promotes
cancer [17], increases the degree of perivascular
fibrosis [18], and influences multiple biological aging
pathways [19].
DNA: Deoxynucleic acid.
Endogenous promoters: includes NADPH oxidase in
the cellular plasma membranes, myeloperoxidases in
the lysosome, and electronic transport in the mito-
chondria.
NADPH: nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
phosphate.
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improved physiologic functions [4]. Short-term metabolic responses to
increased norepinephrine (i.e., noradrenaline, mainly from nerve end-
ings) and epinephrine (i.e., adrenaline, mainly from the adrenal medulla)
[66] include a potential increase in glucose levels (increased insulin
resistance, increased hepatic glycogenolysis, and increased hepatic
gluconeogenesis) and increased adipose tissue lipolysis [4,51,52,55],
increasing readily available nutrient fuels. Among potentially beneficial
effects of the “fight or flight” reaction to acute stress are cardiopulmonary
responses that include increased blood pressure, increased heart rate,
increased heart contractility, and bronchial dilation [4,51]. While these
responses may be advantageous regarding “fight or flight,” acute
3

psychosocial stress (e.g., cancer diagnosis, sudden financial loss) can also
have unfavorable effects, such as an increased risk of acute cardiovas-
cular events [4] and increased respiratory rate leading to dyspnea [5].
While acute stress is usually associated with decreased hunger, acute
stress may contribute to emotional eating, especially for those with un-
derlying chronic mental stress [4].

Chronic mental stress can elicit longer-term “submit and stay” hor-
monal responses (See Fig. 5). Chronic mental stress can lead to unfa-
vorable hormonal and adverse health consequences, such as increased
anxiety and depression, behavior change, diminished cognition, poor
sleep patterns, reduced tolerance to pain, and adverse physiologic/



Fig. 4. Acute stress and potential endocrine re-
sponses. Among the potential effects of acute mental
stress include alterations in glandular (e.g., adrenal)
and nervous system catecholamine hormone release,
that can affect cardiopulmonary responses, metabolic
processes, and other body systems. While “fight or
flight” responses are often characterized as favorable
(e.g., improved cognition, improved cardiopulmonary
and muscular function, and increased tolerance to
pain), acute psychosocial stress (e.g., cancer diagnosis,
sudden financial loss) can increase the risk of acute
cardiovascular complications (e.g., myocardial
infarction, left ventricular dysfunction, and cardiac
dysrhythmias) [20]. Similarly, acute stress can also
contribute to increased blood sugar [21] and
increased respiratory rate resulting in dyspnea [22].
Finally, while acute stress typically decreases hunger,
those under chronic mental stress may engage in
emotional eating when encountering acute mental
stress [4].
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metabolic processes [4,51–53]. This chronic response corresponds to
increased hypothalamic pituitary axis activity [4,51,52]. The endocrine
response to prolonged/chronic psychological or medical stress involves
increased release of stress hormones such as corticotropin-releasing
hormone, adrenocorticotropic hormone, and cortisol [4,51]. In fact,
experimental evaluation of “stress” often involves measurement of
cortisol in saliva, blood, urine, or hair [67]. The metabolic response to
increased cortisol may include increased insulin resistance and increased
hepatic gluconeogenesis leading to hyperglycemia (i.e., pre-diabetes or
diabetes mellitus) [4,51]. Additionally, a metabolic response to chronic
mental stress may include increased blood pressure and cardiovascular
disease. Chronic mental stress can facilitate increased caloric intake due
to increased food cravings, and increase adipose tissue lipolysis and
muscle tissue wasting (because cortisol is a catabolic hormone) with
disproportionate accumulation of abdominal fat [4,51,68–71]. Finally,
weight bias can contribute to chronic psychological stress [72], with
weight discrimination commonly encountered in institutions such as
policy construct, healthcare, media, workplaces, education [73], and
society in general. Clinically, weight bias may manifest by further weight
gain, contributing to a “cyclic obesity/weight-biased stigma”model [74].

2.3. Medical stress: Immune responses

Medical or psychological/mental stress can affect both the innate and
adaptive immune responses (See Fig. 6). Innate immunity involves
nonspecific body defense mechanisms that are activated short-term (i.e.,
within hours) and include physical barriers such as skin, chemicals in
blood (i.e., complement proteins and cytokines), and immune cells that
attack foreign cells in the body. Among the immune cells involved in
innate immunity are dendritic leukocytes, neutrophils, monocytes/
macrophages, eosinophils, basophils, and mast cells. Immunity can also
be derived from the complement system and killer cells, which have both
innate and adaptive traits [75,76]. Adaptive immunity is mainly
lymphocyte driven, antigen specific, and acquired during exposure
4

during a lifetime. The immune response with adaptive immunity is
longer-term than innate immunity (i.e., onset days to weeks). Adaptive
immunity includes cytotoxin-producing T-cells and antibody-producing
B cells.

2.3.1. Mental stress: Acute and chronic immune response
Immune effects due to stress can be mixed, but, in general, an acute

stress response may enhance both innate and adaptive immune responses
[4,51,77] (See Fig. 6). In contrast to acute mental stress, prolonged
mental stress response may dysregulate the immune response (See
Fig. 6). Those under prolonged stress show an increased total white blood
cell count, suggesting increased systemic inflammation [78]. Prolonged
stress may also impair immunity by promoting a decrease in
cytokine-producing T lymphocytes and decrease in antibody-producing B
lymphocytes [30,79], all resulting in impaired adaptive immunity (See
Fig. 6). The concurrent impairment of immune response to pathogens
and dysregulated pro-inflammatory response helps explain the poor
outcomes of certain diseases among patients with obesity, such as lung
infections (See Fig. 7). Patients with obesity often struggle with chronic
stress and often have underlying lung dysfunction (i.e., due to fat mass
disease), predisposing them to additional or more severe pulmonary
disease. Upon exposure to a pathogen, severe and potentially
life-threatening lung disease [24] can occur when immunity to the
infection is impaired (i.e., both by obesity and chronic mental stress), and
especially when compounded by dysregulated pro-inflammatory im-
mune response (i.e., “cytokine storm”) [25].

2.4. Chronic mental stress and eating behavior

Physiologically, eating food serves to provide calories and nutrients
for essential body functions. Eating is necessary for survival (i.e., caloric
and nutrient homeostasis). Presumably to facilitate the essential behavior
of eating, food intake is facilitated by stimulation of the brain's pleasure
and reward centers. An obesogenic environment emerges with the



Fig. 5. Chronic stress and potential endocrine re-
sponses. Among the potential physiologic effects of
chronic mental stress include alterations in hormone
release that affect cardiac function (e.g., high blood
pressure [23], cardiovascular events, and heart failure
[20]). Mental stress can also adversely affect processes
involving glucose and fat metabolism [15], as well as
increase food cravings [4]. Potential contributors to
mental stress include major life changes, adverse life
encounters, adverse life situations, adverse socioeco-
nomic factors [20], as well as encounters of adverse
body weight stigma [24].
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manufacturing and advertising of foods that are low in micronutrients,
low in fiber, high in calories, high in fat, high in sugar (i.e., added
sweeteners), and high in salt. Consumption of nutrient poor, hyper-
palatable foods often target various areas of the brain in a way that
overwhelms cognitive control (See Fig. 8). Chronic mental stress can
compound this obesogenic environment via increased attention to food
eating cues, integration with emotions, and prioritizing the stimulation
of the reward center [80] (See Fig. 9). Obesity, adiposopathy, and
metabolic disease can contribute to worsening chronic physical and
mental stress, further worsening endocrinopathies, immunopathies, and
adverse behavior, leading to further increases in body fat, worsening of
adiposopathy, all potentially leading to an adiposopathic stress cycle [4,
52,55] (See Fig. 10).

Specifically, behaviors such as eating can be influenced by the effects
of mental stress on various parts of the brain (See Fig. 9). The cerebral
cortex (i.e., gray matter of the cerebrum), is a portion of the outer layer of
the brain that can be divided into frontal, parietal, occipital, and tem-
poral lobes. The frontal lobe includes the prefrontal cortex, which is
responsible for higher-level function, and which can influence cognitive
control over behaviors such as eating. Touch of food is mainly processed
by the parietal lobe, which also coordinates somatosensory information
input from the occipital lobe (vision), temporal lobe (hearing), as well as
the olfactory bulb (smell) and insular cortex (taste). The increased acti-
vation of these sensory processes lead to higher level attention to food
and eating environment surroundings, thus potentially influencing
appetite and eating behavior. The limbic system (i.e., hypothalamus,
amygdala, hippocampus, and thalamus) controls automatic primitive
reactions, such as food, fight, flight, and fornication (4F's). Hunger (as
potentially opposed to appetite) is driven mainly by the hypothalamus.
5

Eating that is prompted by emotion and meal-related pleasure memories
are driven by the amygdala and hippocampus regions, respectively. The
thalamus relays sensory information to the cerebral cortex for processing.

Chronic mental stress can impact the cerebrum through priority
replacement: personal, work, or emotional priorities may overtake pri-
orities relative to nutrition, physical activity, and/or health [40].
Self-regulation can be undermined by failures to transcend over-
whelming temptations, negative moods, resource depletion (“decision
fatigue” wherein daily choices or self-regulating emotions over an
extended period of time may impair resistance regarding the temptation
to eat appetizing foods), and when minor lapses in self-control snowball
into self-regulatory collapse [40,81]. While not a stress disorder, Gour-
mand Syndrome is illustrative of how cerebral disorders may affect
eating behaviors. Gourmand Syndrome occurs with damage to the right
frontal lobe, which often takes place either due to trauma or stroke. After
injury to the right frontal lobe, patients may experience compulsions
related to eating and often exhibit a passion for gourmet foods [82].

Just as chronic stress-induced endocrinopathies and immunopathies
may adversely affect the higher level cerebrum [4], the same adverse
effects can occur with the lower level, more primitive limbic system – all
leading to altered eating behaviors and an enhanced desire for hyper-
palatable foods [4,4,39,40,51,52] (See Fig. 9). Areas of the limbic system
especially described as potentially contributory to obesity include
inflammation of the hypothalamus (and possibly thalamus) [83,84].

The mesolimbic dopamine pathway (i.e., reward pathway) includes
the ventral tegmental area (VTA) that connects to other parts of the brain
via (a) mesocortical pathways to the cerebral cortex (e.g., to the pre-
frontal lobe and other areas involved with motivation, emotion, and
executive function) and (b) limbic pathways (e.g., to the nucleus



Fig. 6. Acute and chronic stress immune re-
sponses. The immunologic reactions to stress stimuli
depend on neuroendocrine mediation. Acute mental
stress can elicit a catecholamine-mediated increase in
white blood cell count (i.e., possibly due to vascular
demargination or mobilization of immune cells from
the bone marrow) [25–27], reflecting a potential in-
crease in nonspecific innate immune response (i.e.,
nonspecific rapid activation and trafficking of den-
dritic leukocytes, neutrophils, mono-
cytes/macrophages, eosinophils, basophils, and mast
cells). Immunity also involves the complement system
and cytokine release from natural killer cells, both
which may function as innate and adaptive immune
response. Acute mental stress may also enhance
adaptive immune response (i.e., T-cell cytokines and
B-cell antibodies) [28]. Chronic mental stress is often
associated with increased hypothalamic pituitary axis
activity resulting in increased corticotropin-releasing
hormone, increased adrenocorticotropin, and
increased glucocorticoids such as cortisol. In contrast
to acute mental stress that may enhance immune
function [29], chronic mental stress can impair
adaptive immune responses. While chronic stress can
increase proliferation of monocytes and neutrophils,
chronic mental stress may decrease lymphocytes (such
as T cells and B cells) [28,30,31] and thus decrease
adaptive immune responses. Paradoxically, chronic
stress can also facilitate dysregulated lymphocyte re-
sponses (i.e., deranged release of cytokines), resulting
in unfavorable proinflammatory reactions helping to
account for the association of chronic mental stress
with inflammatory and autoimmune diseases [7,29].
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accumbens and other areas involved with the reward system). Dopamine
is an example of neurotransmitter often associated with facilitation of
happiness (with others being serotonin, norepinephrine, and endorphins)
[85]. Stimuli such as hyperpalatable food intake (as well as music, sexual
activity, opiates, and alcohol) may increase VTA dopamine secretion,
facilitate pleasure, and improve mood [86]. Excessive brain exposure to
glucocorticoids due to chronic mental stress may affect the brain reward
center in a manner that may promote binge eating and intake of hyper-
palatable foods even when individuals are satiated [87,88]. Hyperse-
cretion of glucocorticoids (i.e., as may occur with chronic stress) are also
linked to symptoms of anxiety and depression [89], with anxiety and
depression contributing to adverse eating behaviors potentially leading
to preobesity/overweight or obesity [90].

A reason why ultra-processed, hyperpalatable foods are especially
problematic in the patient with obesity and mental stress, is because
acute consumption may induce pleasure and reward [91] (See Fig. 11).
However, chronic consumption of hyperpalatable food may disrupt and
possibly desensitize the brain's reward system (i.e., reward deficiency
syndrome) [49]. Chronic hyperpalatable food intake may disrupt appe-
tite regulation and lead to reward hyposensitivity, in a way that prompts
recurrent consumption of “junk food” to “feed” the impaired reward
system, clinically manifested by compulsive eating [91]. When patients
continue to eat hyperpalatable, ultra-processed, calorie dense, nutrient
poor, high fat, high sugar, and high salt foods, despite lack of hunger,
despite being satiated, and despite the cognitive recognition that such
consumption is unhealthful and potentially life-threatening, then this
may reasonably be characterized as addiction-like eating behavior
[35–38]. The pathways and clinical challenges of addiction-like eating
behavior are not dissimilar to other addictions such as opioid and alcohol
addictions [80]. Specifically, an addiction can be defined as a neuro-
psychologic disorder resulting in persistent and intense urges to engage
in adverse conduct or unhealthful behavior. Some individuals find illicit
drug use, alcohol consumption, or cigarette smoking pleasurable.
6

However, they employ cognitive control to override and stop such ac-
tivities, when these activities are harmful to themselves, family, or
friends. Individuals who persist with harmful behaviors, despite clear
harm to themselves, family, and friends, are often characterized as being
“addicted.” Among patients with obesity, continued unhealthful eating
despite known adverse health risks might also be reasonably character-
ized as displaying an addiction-like eating behavior [35–38] (See
Fig. 12).

In short, just as mental stress may predispose individuals to adverse
health-risk behaviors such as illicit drug use, alcohol consumption, and
cigarette smoking, so might chronic mental stress promote unhealthful
intake of highly palatable, nutrient-poor food that may mitigate stress
symptoms via activation of the endogenous opioid (reward) system,
reduction of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis stress
response, as well as via stimulation of sensory pleasure, distraction, and
escape effects [41]. Chronic mental stress leading to the chronic con-
sumption of unhealthful hyperpalatable foods may contribute to
addiction-like eating behavior and contribute to obesity (See Figs. 11 and
12).

3. Obesity and psychiatric disease

Among the most common psychiatric disorders encountered in clin-
ical practice are anxiety disorders (general anxiety, obsessive-compulsive
disorder, panic disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, and social
phobia), mood disorders (e.g., depression, bipolar disorder), and psy-
chosis (e.g., schizophrenia), as well as the consequences of dementia and
eating disorders.

Causes of mood or affective disorders include genetic predisposition,
alcohol and drug abuse, and post-traumatic events such as adverse
childhood experiences [107]. The pathogenesis of psychiatric disease
and basis of pharmacologic treatment of psychiatric disease mostly
involve neurotransmitters [108]. Given that many antiobesity



Fig. 7. Physical stress and lung disease in patients
with obesity. In addition to mental stress, common
physical stressors can also adversely affect the health
of patients with obesity (e.g., acute cardiovascular
events, cancer, sleep apnea, osteoarthritis, and lung
infection). The adverse health effects of mental stress
are often the result of background predisposition to
disease, followed by an introduction of an unhealthful
stressor, eliciting a pathogenic body response (some-
times exaggerated) leading to an adverse clinical
outcome. Physical stress can follow a similar pattern.
The figure illustrates a common clinical scenario of an
obesity-related predisposed disease (e.g., lung
dysfunction), worsened by the added stressor of upper
respiratory tract infection in a patient with obesity-
mediated impaired immunity, resulting in severe
and potentially life-threatening lung disease [32],
compounded by dysregulated immune response (i.e.,
“cytokine storm”) [33].
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medications also act upon neurotransmitters and given that some anti-
obesity medications can alter the metabolism of psychiatric drugs, then
before prescribing, clinicians might best be aware of potential in-
teractions (including drug interactions) with psychiatric medications
[109]. For example, phentermine and the phentermine/topiramate
combination agent should not be taken with 14 days of monoamine ox-
idase inhibitors due to the risk of hypertensive crisis. The naltrex-
one/bupropion combination agent has several potential drug
interactions, including potential drug interactions with psychiatric
medications such as monoamine oxidase inhibitors, antidepressants (e.g.,
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and many tricyclics), and anti-
psychotics (e.g., haloperidol, risperidone and thioridazine) [109]. While
glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonists may slow gastric emptying,
existing data suggests that such agents can be safely used in patients with
psychiatric disease and may help treat the weight gain often found with
antipsychotic medications [110]. Conversely, the concomitant use of
some antidepressants may diminish the weight reduction effects of
glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonists [111].

Obesity and mood disorders frequently occur together and can have a
bidirectional relationship. Obesity is a risk factor for mood disorders, and
mood disorders are a risk factor for obesity [97]. (See Fig. 13). The
bidirectional relationship between obesity and depression may be
stronger among women than among men [53,92,93,98]. Obesity and
psychiatric diseases share pathogenic pathways involving the endocrine
and immune system, hypothalamic and pituitary axis, and nervous sys-
tem [99]. While several antiobesity medications list potential suicidal
behavior and ideations within their prescribing information [109], even
7

among patients with mental illness, antiobesity medications may not
only improve body weight, improve adiposopathic related metabolic
diseases, and improve eating behavior, but may also improve depression,
anxiety, and stress levels [112]. Nonetheless, it is prudent to monitor
patients treated with antiobesity medications for changes in mood (See
Table 1 and Table 2).

Regarding bariatric surgery, weight reduction in patients with obesity
may improve mood and improve mental health conditions [102]. That
said, bariatric surgery is also associated with recurring or new psychiatric
disorders, higher risk of new alcohol or substance abuse, eating disor-
ders, and suicidality [103–105,113]. Additionally, malabsorptive bar-
iatric surgery may impair the absorption of some, but not all commonly
used psychiatric medications, reducing their bioavailability, and thus
potentially worsening or exacerbating psychiatric disease previously
well-controlled by more therapeutic blood levels of psychiatric medica-
tions [114]. Table 2 lists takeaways regarding obesity and psychiatric
disease.
3.1. Obesity and depression

In addition to sharing a bidirectional relationship (see Fig. 13),
obesity and depression share potential contributors such as genetic pre-
disposition, chronic stress, chronic diseases, hormone imbalances,
neurotransmitter imbalances, increased inflammation, increased oxida-
tion, unhealthful nutrition, low physical activity, lower socioeconomic
status, adverse life experiences (e.g., abuse) and an unhealthy micro-
biome [53,94,115–118]. These may lead to altered eating patterns,



Fig. 8. Differential effects of healthful whole foods
versus unhealthful ultra-processed /
hyperpalatable foods. Consumption of a variety of
natural whole foods provides healthful macro and
micronutrients, fiber, and are often modest in calories.
Eating healthful whole foods may result in a balanced
stimulation of multiple areas of the brain related to
alleviating hunger, and promoting satiety, pleasure,
and reward, in a way that is homeostatic, not exces-
sive, and in a way that does not overwhelm cognitive
restraints. Other foods undergo ultra-processing [34].
Ultra-processed foods often undergo manufacturing
research development and advertisement investment
prioritized towards the creation of hyperpalatable
foods. Consumption of ultra-processed hyperpalatable
foods may result in the unbalanced stimulation of
pleasure and reward brain centers (i.e., independent
of hunger, irrespective of satiation, and beyond the
control of cognitive restraint), often resulting in body
systemic exposure to unhealthful hedonistic foods that
are low in micronutrients, low in fiber, high in calo-
ries, high in fat, high in sugar (i.e., added sweeteners),
high in salt, and lower in cost compared to more
healthful foods, all contributing to addiction-like
eating behavior [35–38].

Fig. 9. Chronic psychological/mental stress and
eating behavior. Eating behavior is mediated by
multiple brain areas and processes. The research,
manufacturing, advertisement, availability, lower
cost, and consumption of hyperpalatable ultra-
processed foods may contribute to increased
adiposity by facilitating central nervous system-
mediated food seeking behavior, that in some cases,
may lead to addiction-like eating behavior. Chronic
mental stress can accentuate obesogenic potential by
effects upon the cerebrum (i.e., frontal, parietal, oc-
cipital, and temporal lobes), limbic system (i.e., hy-
pothalamus, thalamus, amygdala, hippocampus), and
the ventral tegmental area (midbrain which sends
dopaminergic neural projections to both the cortical
and limbic areas) leading to altered eating behaviors
and an enhanced desire for hyperpalatable foods (i.e.,
containing high fat and high sugar) [4,39,40].
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altered mood, and social stigma, as well as potential worsening of both
obesity and depression. Depression is a predictor of the development of
obesity [106]. Conversely, healthful nutrition, routine physical activity,
and attaining a healthy body weight may improve depression [95,96].

3.1.1. Obesity and depression: treatment and anti-depressant medications
Obesity and depression are linked in part through the effects of

nutrition and physical activity [97]. Management of both obesity and
depression optimally involve a comprehensive, patient-centered
approach including medical history, physical exam, laboratory
8

evaluation if beneficial, appropriate diagnosis, and psychological support
void of bias [106]. Healthful nutrition and routine physical activity may
likewise improve obesity and depressive symptoms. Like obesity, medi-
cations are often indicated to treat depression for patients who do not
respond to non-pharmacologic therapy. However, clinicians and patients
should be aware of the potential weight effects of anti-depression ther-
apy, especially in patients with obesity or at risk for obesity [100,101,
106] (See Tables 3 and 4).

An important principle for virtually all psychiatric medications,
including anti-depressant medications, is that substantial variance exists



Fig. 10. The adiposopathic stress cycle [1]. Obesity and its adverse health
complications may increase physical and mental stress, which may contribute to
unhealthful behavior, endocrinopathies, and immunopathies, which, in turn,
may further worsen obesity and its complications, resulting in an adiposopathic
stress cycle.

Fig. 11. Effects of hyperpalatable foods on mental processes. Hyper-
palatable “junk foods” are typically ultra-processed and unhealthful (i.e., calorie
dense, nutrient poor, and contain high fat, high sugar, and high salt) [41].
Consumption of hyperpalatable, unhealthful junk food may help sooth mental
stress and depression on a short-term basis by (a) stimulating the reward center
(i.e., ventral tegmental area) [42] via release of hypothalamic endorphins and
activating mu-opioid receptors (MOR) that enhance dopamine release (i.e. “feel
good” hormone). Over time, MOR dopamine interactions may become
dysfunctional with diminished opioid-dependent rewarding effects of eating,
which may prompt even more consumption of hyperpalatable foods to achieve
the same pleasurable effects (i.e., addition-like eating behavior) [43–45]; (b)
fulfilling food pleasure cues (e.g., sensory pleasures such as food appearance,
odor, taste, and texture [46]; and (c) submitting to the distraction of visualized
hyperpalatable foods (e.g., advertisement or strategic placement in grocery
stores) towards a desire for personal escape (e.g., combat boredom and
temporarily improve depressed mood) [47,48].
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in individual weight effects [100,101]. The reported weight effects of
medications have limitations. Reported weight effects of psychiatric
medications are often derived from observations of independent studies,
rather than a direct head-to-head comparison within the same controlled
clinical trial [3]. Additionally, psychiatric medications are sometimes
used for multiple psychiatric conditions, and studies often report variable
weight effects depending on the condition being treated [3]. Finally,
antidepressants and other medications may be useful for treating eating
disorders in addition to depression [119–121]:

� Fluoxetine is an approved treatment for bulimia nervosa
� Lisdexamfetamine is an approved treatment for binge eating disorder
[109].

� Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors may be effective for binge
eating disorder (e.g., sertraline and especially fluoxetine) [122].

� Selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (e.g., sertraline), or the anti-
migraine/seizure medication topiramate may help night eating
syndrome

� Topiramate is reported to be potentially useful for binge eating dis-
orders, depression, and other psychiatric diseases [123,124].

Anti-obesity medications have the potential for drug interactions with
anti-depressant drugs. Phentermine and topiramate/phentermine are con-
traindicated during or within 14 days following monoamine oxidase in-
hibitors due to risk of hypertensive crisis [125,126]. According to the
prescribing information, the safety and efficacy of phentermine with sero-
tonergic agents have not been established [125,126]. Orlistat may cause
malabsorption and thus potentially decrease drug absorption and blood
levels; however, the prescribing information for orlistat does not specif-
ically list drug interactionswith anti-depressive agents [127]. Concomitant
use of naltrexone/bupropion with MAO inhibitors may increase risk of
hypertensive reactions [128]. Bupropion inhibits CYP2D6 and can increase
concentrations of antidepressants, (e.g., selective serotonin reuptake in-
hibitors and many tricyclics) [128]. Concomitant use of CYP2B6 inducers
(e.g., carbamazepine) may reduce bupropion exposure [128]. While
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glucagon-like protein-1 (GLP-1) receptor agonists may decrease gastric
emptying, the prescribing information does not specifically list potential
drugs interactions with anti-depressant drugs [129,130].

3.2. Obesity and psychosis

As with depression, other neuropsychiatric disorders with shared
pathogenic pathways include mood disorders, dementia, and schizo-
phrenia and major neurocognitive disorders. Both obesity and neuro-
psychiatric disorders can involve low-grade systemic inflammation,
neuroinflammation, neuroendocrine changes (e.g., hypothalamic-
pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis), brain stress systems, and gut microbiota
[131]. Another common clinical interrelationship between obesity and
psychosis is that anti-psychotic medications often contribute to weight
gain (See Table 5). However, as with anti-depressant therapy, not all
patients have the same weight response to the same anti-psychotic
medications [100,132,133]. If a patient is stable while being treated
with an anti-psychotic medication, then changes in medications for the
purposes of improvement in body weight should occur with caution and
with involvement of a clinician qualified in the treatment of psychosis
(i.e., a psychiatrist or psychiatric nurse practitioner).

3.2.1. Obesity and psychosis: antipsychotic medications
Table 5 lists antipsychotic medications often associated with body

weight gain [133,134]. Metformin and GLP-1 receptor agonists may help



Fig. 12. Addiction-like Eating Behavior [35–38]. The neurobiologic path-
ways and clinical manifestations of patients with addiction-like eating behavior
are analogous to other addictions (e.g., addiction to opioids, alcohol, heavy
cigarette smoking, and gambling) [35–38,49]. While hunger and eating are
largely mediated by more primitive parts of the brain such as the hypothalamus,
the ability to resist overeating requires prioritization by higher cognitive func-
tions (See Fig. 8). Patients with obesity have impaired dopaminergic pathways
that otherwise regulate reward sensitivity and cognitive control [50]. Failure of
higher brain functions to override other brain-mediated consumption (eating) of
hyperpalatable, unhealthful foods, despite lack of hunger, despite being satiated,
and despite known adverse health risks, might reasonably be characterized as an
addiction-like behavior [35–38] (See Fig. 8).

Fig. 13. Obesity and Depression are bidirectional. Obesity is a risk factor for
mood disorders; mood disorders are a risk factor for obesity [53,92,93].
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mitigate weight gain due to antipsychotic medications [132,135]. Top-
iramate may also help mitigate antipsychotic medication weight gain and
may have a therapeutic effect in patients with psychosis [135]. Phen-
termine is contraindicated in patients with agitated states, cardiac dys-
rhythmias, and uncontrolled hypertension [125,126]. Orlistat may cause
malabsorption; however, the prescribing information for orlistat does not
specifically list drug interactions with anti-psychotic agents [127].

The bupropion component of naltrexone/bupropion may inhibit
CYP2D6 and therefore potentially affect antipsychotics metabolized by
CYP2D6 [128]. CYP2D6 substrates include the atypical antipsychotics
aripiprazole, clozapine, olanzapine, quetiapine, and risperidone, and the
typical antipsychotics thioridazine and zuclopenthixol [136,137].
CYP2D6 inhibitors include the atypical antipsychotic asenapine and
typical antipsychotics of chlorpromazine, fluphenazine, haloperidol,
levomepromazine, perphenazine, and pimozide [136,137]. While lir-
aglutide and semaglutide may decrease gastric emptying, neither of the
respective prescribing information specifically lists potential drugs in-
teractions with anti-psychotic drugs [129,130].

4. Conclusions

This Obesity Medicine Association (OMA) Clinical Practice Statement
(CPS) on “Stress, Psychiatric Disease, and Obesity” is one of a series of
OMA CPSs designed to assist clinicians in better understanding the
physiology and treatment of obesity, and particularly the relationship
between obesity and mental health. The information presented in this
CPS may aid clinicians in improving the health and wellbeing of their
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patients with obesity and who are experiencing stress or psychiatric
disease, especially those with metabolic, physiological, and psychologi-
cal complications.

Transparency [138]

This manuscript was derived and edited from the 2021 Obesity
Medicine Association (OMA) Obesity Algorithm. Beginning in 2013,
OMA created and maintained an online Adult “Obesity Algorithm” (i.e.,
educational slides and eBook) that underwent yearly updates by OMA
authors and was reviewed and approved annually by the OMA Board of
Trustees. This was followed by a similar Pediatric “Obesity Algorithm,”
with updates approximately every two years by OMA authors. Authors of
prior years’ version of the Obesity Algorithm are included in Supplement
#1.

Group composition

Over the years, the authors of the OMA Obesity Algorithm have
represented a diverse range of clinicians, allied health professionals,
clinical researchers, and academicians. (Supplement #1) The authors
reflect a multidisciplinary and balanced group of experts in obesity sci-
ence, patient evaluation, and clinical treatment.

Author contributions

After transcription of the applicable sections of the prior OMAObesity
Algorithm to an initial draft, HEB substantially reviewed, updated, and
reformatted the manuscript. SMC, CV, VG, and LW reviewed, edited, and
approved the document.



Fig. 14. Shared contributors to obesity and depression. Obesity and depression share common factors that may lead to altered eating patterns, altered mood, and
social stigma, which may in turn worsen obesity and depression. Healthful nutrition, routine physical activity, and attaining a healthy body weight may improve
depression [94–96].

Table 1
Ten takeaway messages: obesity and mental stress. Shown are takeaway
messages regarding obesity and mental stress.

1. Shorter-term “fight or flight” stress response increases sympathomimetic activity
[4].

2. Shorter-term adrenergic stress responses may improve cognition and
physiologic function, as well as alter tolerance to pain and immune function
[4].

3. Longer-term “submit and stay” stress may increase hypothalamic corticotropic
activity and worsen sleep patterns [4,51].

4. Longer-term hypothalamic stress responses may increase food cravings,
promote pain intolerance, increase blood pressure, worsen glucose metabolism,
and dysregulate immune responses [4,51–53].

5. Chronic stress-induced adiposopathic responses may adversely affect the limbic
system [4,51], which is responsible for behavior and emotional responses.

6. Dysregulation of the limbic system with chronic stress may affect hunger, food
choice, and emotional modulation of food intake [4].

7. Dysregulation of the limbic system with chronic stress may affect reward-
seeking behavior [4].

8. Mental stress may adversely affect the cerebrum, which may contribute to
prioritization of personal, work, or other behaviors and activities, with less
prioritization of healthful behaviors and activities (i.e., healthful nutrition and
routine physical activity) [2,4,54].

9. Mental stress may impair self-regulation and promote choosing unhealthful
(immediately rewarding ultra-processed) foods over more healthful (delayed-
gratification unprocessed) foods [2,4,54].

10. Obesity and its adverse health complications may increase mental stress, which
may contribute to unhealthful behavior, endocrinopathies and immunopathies,
which, in turn, may further worsen obesity and its complications, resulting in
an adiposopathic stress cycle [4,52,55] (See Fig. 10).

Table 2
Ten takeaway messages: obesity and psychiatric disease. Obesity and mood
disorders frequently occur together and can have a bidirectional relationship.

1. Obesity and mood disorders frequently occur together [97].
2. The relationship between obesity and depression is bidirectional. Obesity is a

risk factor for mood disorders; mood disorders are a risk factor for obesity [53,
92,93].

3. The association between depression and obesity may be stronger among
women [53,98].

4. Obesity and psychiatric diseases may share pathogenic pathways involving the
endocrine and immune systems, hypothalamic and pituitary axis, and nervous
system (e.g., autonomic nervous system, monoamines, synapses, neurogenesis,
and neuroinflammation) [99].

5. Psychiatric diseases may independently contribute to overnutrition and/or
consumption of foods rich in carbohydrates and fats [97].

6. Individuals have unique body weight responses to medications used to treat
psychiatric disease [100,101].

7. Study populations support that some psychiatric medications may generally
increase body weight, while other psychiatric medications may promote body
weight neutrality or weight reduction [3].

8. Weight reduction in patients with obesity may improve mood in patients
without clinical depression [95,96].

9. Non-surgical, intentional weight reduction in patients with obesity may reduce
symptoms of depression [92].

10. Bariatric surgery often improves mental health conditions (e.g., depression and
binge eating disorders); however, bariatric surgery is sometimes associated
with recurring or new psychiatric disorders, alcohol or substance abuse, eating
disorders, and suicidality [102–105].
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Managing disclosures and dualities of interest

Potential dualities or conflicts of interest of the authors are listed in
the Individual Disclosure section. Assistance of a medical writer paid by
the Obesity Medicine Association is noted in the Acknowledgements
section. Neither the prior OMA Obesity Algorithms, nor the publishing of
this Clinical Practice Statement received outside funding. The authors of
prior OMA Obesity Algorithms never received payment for their writing,
editing, and publishing work. Authors of this Clinical Practice Statement
likewise received no payment for their writing, editing, and publishing
work. While listed journal Editors received payment for their roles as
Editors, they did not receive payment for their participation as authors.

Evidence

The content of the OMA Obesity Algorithm and this manuscript is
supported by citations, which are listed in the References section.
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Ethics review

This OMA Clinical Practice Statement manuscript was peer-reviewed
and approved by the OMA Board of Trustee members prior to publica-
tion. Edits were made in response to reviewer comments and the final
revised manuscript was approved by all the authors prior to publication.
This submission did not involve human test subjects or volunteers.

Conclusions and recommendations

This Clinical Practice Statement is intended to be an educational tool
that incorporates the current medical science and the clinical experiences
of obesity specialists. The intent is to better facilitate and improve the
clinical care and management of patients with pre-obesity and obesity.
This Clinical Practice Statement should not be interpreted as “rules” and/
or directives regarding the medical care of an individual patient. The
decision regarding the optimal care of the patient with pre-obesity and
obesity is best reliant upon a patient-centered approach, managed by the
clinician tasked with directing an individual treatment plan that is in the
best interest of the individual patient.



Table 3
Effect of antidepressants on body weight [3]. Wide variance exists in indi-
vidual weight responses to psychiatric medications. Relatively few studies have
directly compared individual drugs within the context of a prospective, ran-
domized, controlled, dedicated body weight trial. Given the lack of available data
and variance of data, it is challenging to objectively rank medications within a
class, regarding their effects on body weight. However, certain antidepressant
medications are described to be especially associated with weight gain, such as
amitriptyline, paroxetine, and mirtazapine. Antidepressants with variable effects
on body weight include: (a) some tricyclic antidepressants (secondary amines)
such as desipramine, nortriptyline, and protriptyline; (b) some selective seroto-
nin reuptake inhibitors, such as escitalopram and sertraline; (c) some serotonin
and norepinephrine re-uptake inhibitors, such as desvenlafaxine and duloxetine;
(d) irreversible monoamine oxidase inhibitors such as tranylcypromine; and (e)
serotonergic agents such as vortioxetine.

Antidepressants Effect on body
weight

Tricyclic antidepressants (tertiary amines) such as amitriptyline,
doxepin, imipramine, and dosulepin

↑

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors such as paroxetine and
citalopram

↑

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors such as fluoxetine ↓ (variable)
[106]

Selective serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors such
as venlafaxine

↑

Irreversible monoamine oxidase inhibitors such as isocarboxazid
and phenelzine

↑

Trazodone, mirtazapine, and brexpiprazole ↑
Bupropion ↓

Table 4
Effect of mood stabilizing medications on body weight [3]. Wide variance
exists in individual weight responses to psychiatric medications. Relatively
few studies have directly compared individual drugs within the context of a
prospective, randomized, controlled, dedicated body weight trial. Given the
lack of available data and variance of data, it is challenging to objectively rank
medications within a class, regarding their effects on body weight. Listed are
mood stabilizing medications described to be especially associated with
weight gain. Mood stabilizing medications with variable effects on body
weight include lamotrigine and oxcarbazepine.

Mood stabilizing medications Effect on body weight

Gabapentin ↑
Divalproex ↑
Lithium ↑
Valproate ↑
Vigabatrin ↑
Cariprazine ↑
Carbamazepine ↑

Table 5
Effect of antipsychotic medications on body weight [3]. Wide variance
exists in individual weight responses to psychiatric medications. Relatively few
studies exist that have directly compared individual drugs within the context of
a prospective, randomized, controlled, dedicated body weight trial. Given the
lack of available data and variance of data, it is challenging to objectively rank
medications within a class, regarding their effects on body weight. Certain
antipsychotic medications are described to be especially associated with weight
gain, such as clozapine, olanzapine, and zotepine. Antipsychotic medications
with variable effects on body weight include amisulpride, aripiprazole, asena-
pine, cariprazine, haloperidol, loxapine, lurasidone, ziprasidone, paliperidone,
and perphenazine.

Antipsychotic medications Effect on body weight

Clozapine ↑
Olanzapine ↑
Zotepine (not available in U.S.) ↑
Chlorpromazine ↑
Brexpiprazole ↑
Iloperidone ↑
Lithium ↑
Quetiapine ↑
Risperidone ↑
Thioridazine ↑
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Updating

It is anticipated that sections of this Clinical Practice Statement may
require future updates. The timing of such an update will depend on
decisions made by Obesity Pillars Editorial team, with input from the
OMA members and OMA Board of Trustees.

Disclaimer and limitations

Both the OMA Obesity Algorithms and this Clinical Practice State-
ment were developed to assist health care professionals in providing care
for patients with pre-obesity and obesity based upon the best available
evidence. In areas regarding inconclusive or insufficient scientific evi-
dence, the authors used their professional judgment. This Clinical Prac-
tice Statement is intended to represent the state of obesity medicine at
the time of publication. Thus, this Clinical Practice Statement is not a
substitute for maintaining awareness of emerging new science. Finally,
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decisions by practitioners to apply the principles in this Clinical Practice
Statement are best made by considering local resources, individual pa-
tient circumstances, patient agreement, and knowledge of federal, state,
and local laws and guidance.
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